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technologies such as digital switches and
fiber optics allow telephone companies to provide a wide range of
new services. However, the provision of these new technologies
complicates the regulation of terephony, especially the pricing of
services. When a local tetephone company provides both bisic
services and net, competitive service-s, there are incentives for
cross-subsidies and predatory pricingz. The telephone company may
set prices below costs for the new services and try to recovei
these costs from ratepayers in regulated basic services.
An inevitable question in addressing such issues is the calculation
of the narginar cost of services.
For some regulated
telecommunications companies, long run marginal (incremental) costs
(LRIC)3 are used as a basis for erficieni pricing as well as for
examining cross subsidies and predatory pricing.
since most
services in the teleconmunications network require lumpy and
recursive investment, the relevant cost for pricing services has
often been. the long run marginal cost which allows adjustnent of
all input factors.
rn this paper. r present a model for deriving long run narginar
costs for services requiring }umpy investments. Although the model
is developed for investment in digital switches, the analysis can
be extended to other lumpy investnent such as airports, Lridges,
highways, and other infrastructure.
Most telephone companies use the capacity cost method as a
surrogate for long run marginal cost. The capacity cost method is
simple in principle. The marginal unit for the clpacity cost is
the marginal equipment or the capacity of the marginar equipnent.
New telecommunications

1 The

views expressed in the paper do not necessarily reflect
those of the Comnission or other Commission Staff.
2 See Faulhaber (Lg75) on cross subsidies issue.

I we use the terms long run incremental cost (LRIC) and long

run marginal cost interchangeab ly .
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The capacity. cost of service is the ratio of the outlay on the
marginal equipment divided by its capacity; capacity is th6 maximun
unit of service the eguipnent can provide.
Advocates of the capacity cost method argue that the marginal cost
analysis does not apply to telephony because of the conplexity of
the communications network, and that the capacity cost toncep[ is

a good approximation for long run marginll coLt. Arso, sone
authors claim that capacity cost is exacily equal to the rong run
marginal cost under reasonable economic asiumplionsa. Thus, it is
worth clarifying the linkage between capacity cost and long run
marginal cost,.

In essence, capacity cost assumes that services are homogeneous and
that demand is perfectly predictable. Thus, the usefulness
of the
capacity cost concept is Lirnited when services differ in their
demand variability or uncertainty. The demand for new services is
more uncertain and volatile than the demand for the basic services.
conseguently, investment decisions under demand uncertainty would
be different from the more certain cases. This observa€ion is
relevant for pricj.ng services because long run marginal costs and
investment decisions are jointly determined.
consider a terephone company that provides services on a going
concern basis. It faces recursive and lumpy investments beiause
most services in the telecommunications i-n-dustry require lunpy
investments: the }arge investment of switched-network is an
example. Then, the rerevant cost is the forward looking
opportunity cost or the long run marginal cost.
We show that LRIC of a service depends on the demand uncertainty.
usually, the demand for the basic services is stable, while tie
demand for new competitive services is expected to be uncertain.
we show that under this condition, it is more costry to meet the
demand for new service than to serve the basic servite, plain o1d
telephone servi-ce (POIIS). consequently, LRIC of new or- coinpetitive
services shourd be higher than that oi'basic services5.
a

a For instance, see Foster and Bowman
sunmary of their argument.

(19g9). Footnote 6 has

5 As stig.r_e5 ( 1939 ) pointed out, plant may be planned to
provide flexibility- of output even if this involv'es higier costs.
For instance, consider the 1nv=ntory management of a grocery store.
since demand for groceries fluct[ates auring the week and the
seasons, store managers keep inventories. stoie managers pay when
groods are delivered to the store, and the interest cosf. is iniurred
until the good is sord. This interest cost is part of th; price
consumers pay. Thus, goods with fluctuating demand will incur
higher interest costs and price markups than those of goods with
predictable demand.
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rn section r, Boiteux's peak-load pricing is discussed nhich
introduces the capacity cost method. Section II develops a model
for recursive investments for a community where the demand for
services grows over tirne. By allowing all possible adjustments in
input factors (plant facilities and operating costs), LRIC reflects
the firn's intertempcral decislons. Th^ m:de' intrrCuces the
demand uncertainty and the firm's investment decision explicitly.
consequently, investment schedules and long run marginal costs aie
jointly determined.
Section III

derives the long run incremental cost (LRIC) for

a

reasonable investment strategy under uncertain demand. Conditions
are examined under which the capacity cost is a good approximation
for LRIC. These conditions indicate that capacity cost can be a

poor surrogate for the long run marginal cost (LRIC) for
investments that require high fixed costs and face demand
uncertainty. Section IV provides concluding remarks.

f. Capacitv Costs
This section discusses the capacity cost concept by Marcel Boiteux
and others. The main idea is summarized in Boiteux (1960). we
start with an example that will show the deceptive simplicity of
the rtcapacity cost.rr suppose one unit of equipment (say a digital
switch) costs one million dollars and can serve a maximum of tOroOO
units of services (say access lines). For sinplicity, operating
costs are ignored at this level of analysis. The capacity cost oi
access line service is sinply $foO per service: $t,ooo,Ooo+1o,OOo
= 9100.
This may be a reasonable way of computing the unit cost of service
when denand remains constant. However, if demand grows over time,
ultimately equipment must be added to neet the growth. rf the
equipment comes only in large capacity units, then investment will
be lunpy and recurring. This is a realistic assumption for
investment in modern digitar switches, highways and other
i.nfrastructure. unlike in the static case, unused capacity may
exist for some of the time, but the capacity cost cannot tefl tfre
difference: the capacity cost is stirl gloo because the out,lay and
capacity of the equiprnent have not changed. The question is then,
what is the cost of serving additional demand when there is unused
capacity?

The answer will depend on how the additional dernand is viewed. One
response to this question has been that the marginal cost is
zero, and the additional service should be free (assuming zeto
operating costs). This would be the case if the additional dernand

is temporary and the duration of the additional service is short
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enough that the placement schedule of investment remains
undisturbed. But if the addit,ional demand is permanent, the
placement schedule will be affected, and the demand would cause
additionat costs to the firrn. The long run marginal costs under
this condition of demand are presented in Section fI.
Boiteux maintains that narginal costs differ according to whether
they are planned to produce the extra unit ronce-onlyrr or to
permanently raise by one unit the'rflorrrr of output. His example of
'fextra passengertr is instructive. A train is about to reave, and
there is one empty seat. A passenger arrives.
The cost of
carrying this extra passenger is zero (again assuming zero
operation cost). But the same argument is valid for all the empty
seats that there may be in the train. Then, the optirnurn rate as is
understood by the marginal theory is zeto.
To correct the argument of rrextra passengerr, Boiteux treats
the railway car, not the seatr dS the marginal unit, whire
inplicitly assuming that an optinun size of invLstnent is chosen.
Thus follows Boiteux's conclusion that the service must be priced
at marginal development cost or the capacity cost.
fI. Model for Recursive Lumpv Investment
A dynamic model for lumpy investment is formulated in this section,
and the long run marginal costs are derived under uncertainty in
the following Section IfI. In developing models for pricing puttic
utilities, Turvey (1959) emphasized that both cost ana output have
tine dimensions, and that both nay be subject to unceitainty.
Thus, for a cost anarysis to be usefur in decision-making, it has
to be dynamic (intertemporal) rather than static.
Turvey assumes that al} equipnent is furry utirized. This may be
a reasonable assumption in many cases, but would be inappropriate
for investment in telecommunications infrastructure whitfr wL wish
to anaryze, because demand for service is growing over time, and
nehr.equiprnent has to be added to meet the growing denand. rf the
available capacity unit is large relative to tfre sLrvice unit, then
the investment is lumpy and new capacity is underutilized. Future
demand wirr be met by reeursive investment. Given a long-term
forecast for demand, a cost minimizing capacity expansion pittr is
generated, and the total cost, the present value of the whole
future costs, can be calculated.
Long r}n marginal cost (LRIC) is calculated by considerinq two
scenarios. consider an alternative path of dlrnand growth, ana
calculate the total cost of alternative capacity expansion. The
difference between the two costs is the incremental cost in meeting
path.
new demand

To be more formal, consj.der two scenarios: the rbaseliner servj,ce
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is growing over time (scenario o), and.the rralternativert (scenario
1) is a nigfrer level of service growing at the same rate as the
baseline (jee Figure 1). We assume that the demand for services
groers at a rate g (units of service per period). Then, the denand
at time t is
(1)
D.=Do+gt
where, for convenience, we assume the initial demand Do is- zero.
To meet the steady growth of demand, there corresponds a schedule
of investment seplrlted by regular time intervals, which lre call
the "placement iriterval" 6ee Figure f ) . (Note that we described
the dlmand without any consideration of price change. This can be
justified by the principle of stable ratemaking. )
Now the supply side is described. Let rrlrr denote the outlay on the
of the equipment is O units of services.
capacity
equipment;-ifre
^convenience,
assume the equiprnent lasts forever, without
fdr
depreciating. This assumption does not affect the result. We also
aslume that there is no technological change.
Then, the rrplacement intervaltr N is given by
N=e=9
and the time schedule of adding equiprnent is
to=0rt1:Nrtz=2N,
The total cost (TC) of the baseline scenario is the present value
of investment outlays, given the discount rate r,
@

TC(0)

=

x
i=O

f+(1+r)in = I*{1 + 1+t (1+r)t

1l}.

arrival of demand, which causes a
For
permanent demand increment by m units for each period.
capacity
of
the
f
convenience, the incremental demand as a fraction
is
Suppose

there is a

nelr,

The demand flow of the alternative schedule is

D',=fQ+gt'
The alternative scenario requires placement intervals
by fN periods (see Figure 1),
(2) O, t1 = N-fN , tz = 2N-fN , . "
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move forward

The total cost of the alternative investment schedule ls

fC(L) = I*{1 + L+ ( 1+r) x-rx
r*{1 + (1+r)r* +[
Then the incremental cost (IC) is the difference between the two
total costs, the present values of the two investment schedules:

IC=Tc(1) -Tc(o)
1l+t(1+r)r - tl.
= I*11r+ rlrt
The present values usually apply to cash flows expressed in nominal
dollar terms. For non-monetary quantities, tirne discounting is a
dubious practice unless the price is fixed over tine. esluming
stable ratemaking, service price remai.ns a constant. This
assumption justifies present varues of demand, though the
assumption is not part of the marginal cost theory.
Based on this qualification, the present value of the demand
(3)

i.ncrement is
(4)

III.

LONG RUN TNCREMENTAL COST

The long run incremental cost (LRIC) is simply equation (3) divided

by equation (4),
(s)

LRrC

= fC + dD =_rr
t

-l-[1Jr)fil-]-]
r+rt roT(
1+;i*-1i

In computing LRIC it was assumed that nehr demand arrives at the
time of new investment (at time O). However, new demand may arrive
any moment while new equipment will have unused capacity. In this
case, the LRrc of services may change over the tite of the
equipment. when the equipment is rirlt installed, capacity i-s
reratively abundant and the shadow price of capacity is ior;
wherea.s r dS the unused capacity is f ilred, the snaaow price is
highero. LRrc is higher right before, than right after the
installation of the equipment.
Thus, it is desirable to express LRIC as a function of the arriva]
6 Note that the shadow price is not zero even if there is
excess capacity. Irr a static modet the shador,r price is zeyo if
there is excess capacity.
/4 z

time and size of new demand. Equation (5) provides the incremental
cost right after the installation, and thiL is denoted Uy f,nfC(Oi
if necessary to avoid confusion.
Suppose a new demand (in the same amount fQ) arrives at time t and
stays for good. The present varue cf the new demand will be
dDr, = (1+r)',dD,

= ( 1+r) -tfQ ( L+t) /r
where dD,. comes from equation (4). rf a new demand of size fe
arrives while there is available capacity, the new demand will be
met by existing capacity. This is the case if the arrival tirne t
is in the interval 0 s t s N-fN. The investment plan is according
to equation (21, and the LRfc is the incremental cost in equat,ioi
(3) divided by the incremental demand dD,, above,
(5)

LRIC(t) =

IC+dDt'

= (1+r)trnrc(o)
The long run marginal cost in equation (6) is greater than the LRIC
in equation (5) because of the accumulated iirterest cost until t
when new demand arrives.

It should be noted that formula (6) holds for new demand arriving
between time periods o and ry-fN, when there is sufficient capacitf
to serve new demand. What if new demand arrives when there is rrol

sufficient capacity (i.e., the available capacity is less than fe)?
rf the company knows the exact timing of nerr, demandr 01. if new
demand can be served by an immediate addition of new capacity, an
optimal stqategy would be to install new equipment inmeaiitety'upon
ne$, demandT. rtris assumption is not r"aii=ii",
nowever, because
This is th: assumption made by Foster and Bowman (1989).
Under this assumption Foster and gowrnan show that LRIC is equal [,o

capacity cost.
rt is not difficult
to provide an intluitive
explanation. In Foster and Bowman, new demand is met either
by
existing capacity or by an immediate addition. rn either case, the
ne\ir
demand does not incur interest costs that is the opportunity cost
of any additionar capacity above status quo. conseq-uLntly, r,itc is
exactly equal to the capacity cost.
The investment plan of Foster and Bowman scenario depends on
the arrival time. rf the new demand arrives within €ne time
equation (2) in Section (If),
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adding new capacity in infrastructure like a digital switch
requiies adeguate lela time and uncertain demand requires capacity

installed in advance.
To analyze investment plans under uncertain demandr w€ assume
random irrivals of new denand. Under such conditions it is weII
known in management science that the firrn naintains inventories or
cipacit! to meet denrand fluctuationsE. Sti.g1e-r. (1939) also
=p"i"
otserves that plant may be planned to provide flexibility of output
even if this causes additional costs.
The appropriate investment strategy under demand uncertainty is to
instalt J new capacity (equiprnent) when the remaining capacity is
fe, the size of additional demand, whether or not new denand has
a-tually arrived. This strategy reflects the firm's rrgoing
concernl nature and optirnizing behavior under uncertainty as weII.

o, N-fN, 2N-fN, ...
ff the new demand arrives after N-fN, then the remaining capacity
is not sufficient to meet the new demandi the size of new demand is
fQ. In this case, Foster and Bovrman assumes that new equipment
Suppose new demand arrives at
will be installed immediately.
t after time N-fN. Then, the investment schedule will have to
(A.1)

change accordingly,

(A.2) O, t, 2N fN, 3N - fN,
Following the same procedure used in the paper, the total cost and
the increnental cost for Foster-Bowman case can be obtained. Then
calculate the ALRIC by integrating over the interval (0, N0) and
obtain the Foster-Bowman result
(A.5)
ALRIC = rI
(

1+r)

Q

8 See Scarf (1960) and Yoon (1985) for application of (s, S)
j.nventory models in economics. Consider a retailer who faces
economies of scale in naking orders. The (s, S) policy is
characterized by two critical numbers, the low case s and the upper
case S. If the inventory is above the level s, no orders are made;
when inventory falls below s, then orders are made to bring the
inventory 1eve1 up to S. This feature of (s, S) models is useful
in analizing recursive }umpy investment. An investment in
equipment involves a fixed cost and the variable cost that depend
on the capacity. The (s, s) optimal policy suqgests an optimal
size S for the equipment and a deployment decision of installing a
new capacity if the remaining capacity is s. This model provides
a tractable nethod of calculating LRIC under uncertain demand
conditions more general than the case treated in this paper.
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meet possible
If the firn notices there is insufficient capacity to
new arrival, to avoid the cost of adding capacity on short notice
or losing customers (or failing to serve. customers in case ofofgoing
the
concern) I tne firm installs new capacity in expectation
need.

For new demand arriving during the period N-fN and N, LRfC can be
costs. The placement schedule
obtained by comparing the two total rralternativer'
case in equation
the
for
that
Js
ian"
the
exactly
is
(21, and Lfre same formula (4) applies for demand (see figure 2) '
Assuning that the arrival of new demand is uniformly distributed
over th; N periods, the tirne average of long run incremental costa
(ALRIC) can- be calculated. The ALRIC can be considered as

relevant cost for stable rate making:
1

(7)

ALRIC = N

fl*r",.,

dt

rt-1]'t

rI* [ ( 1+r)
[ (1+T]
-Tri
n 11l, rI-iffiFfa-*

=rI
(

1+r1 *q

t:lL_=
T-(

I+

11 t

:;1

1+r)rr - 1l

niIInITEI-

We note that ALRIC is a product of annualized capacity cost,
For an infinitely small
rTl (l+r)Q, and the correction factor.

increment, ALRIC becornes the annualized capacity cost.
taking the limit as the fraction f goes to zeto, w€ obtain

dernand

(8)

lim
f*o

ALRIC

= [rI+(1+r)

By

]+Q

= Annuarized cost of investment+ capacity
= Annua1 capacity cost,

where rI+(1+r) is the annualized cost of the investment. The
implication of the result in (8) is that the cost of serving a
smltt demand incrernent is approximately the capacity cost.

fV. Critique of the Capacitv Cost Method
A common practice in telecommunications costing has been the
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capacity cost nethod. The standard argument in support of the
capacity cost method has been that capacity cost, is a good
surrogate for long run incrernental cost (LRIC) because it is
theoretically sound and administratively sinple. Perhaps this
would be the case if capacity could be added in srnall size.
We note that technological conditions in telecommunications
determines not only the kinds of nei{ services to be provided, but
also the market structure and the adequacy of economic cost
concepts.

In Section IIf it was shown that LRIC is not equal to capacity cost
unless demand is known with certainty. New courpetitive services
are expected to face uncertain demand conditions than are plain old
telephone service (POTS). The uncertain dernand condition is
expressed by the random arrival and the size of new demand, which
reflects the variation of denand over the trend.
Conditions under which capacity cost is a good surrogate for LRfC
can be obtained by examining equation (7), which expresses ALRIC as
a product of capacity cost and the correction factor.
The
conditions demonstrate linitations of the capacity cost concept as
costing method for investment in infrastructure. The capacity cost
method will be a reliable device'for calculating LRIc only under
the following linited conditions:
(1) the placement period (N) is short,.
(2) the size of demand increment (f) is negligible;
(3) there is no technoLogical change.
condition (1) inplies that the capacity of equipment is snarl
relative to the demand growth.
Investment in durable
infrastructure usually fails to meet this condition. Condition (2)
indicates that the demand is stable and predictable, which would be
the case for plain old terephone services (pors), but not for new
competitive services. Condition (3) matters, but is not discussed

here.

since the rong run marginar cost from equation (7) is a product of
capacity cost and the correcti.on factor, the discrepan-y between
marginar cost and capacity cost can be measured by the quantity
(correction factor
r.). This guantity terrs the accuracy of
capacity cost as a surrogate for long run marginal cost.
The accuracy or the error margin of capacity cost is reported in
Tabre 1. Therein, capacity o is unity (1), and the discount rate
is 10? (r = 0.1). The growth iate in the baserine is denoted by g,
and the replacement interval is N = Qlg. The table shows that the
error margin increases with the summary statistic fN. The term fN
can be rewritten as fN = tQlq: the size of the demand variation
relative to the rate (g) of general demand growth. This is not
surprising because fN is a measure of demand uncertainty in the
model, which can be interpreted as the portion of demand that is
not captured by the trend.
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V. Conclusion
The paper has developed a model for recursive and lumpy investment
(ALRIC)
in iirtiastructure, and derived the long run marginal cost cost
is
te
capac{ty
link:ge
The
of serviee under uncertain demand.

also obtained by expressing ALRIC as a product of capacity cost and
the correction factor.
Two kinds of uncertaj.nty are considered in this papeT.. The size of
new demand arrival is i measure of denand uncertainty- Another
is the timing of arrival. It is assumed the
kind of uncertainty-known,
but the arrival time is random. Thus, a
size of arrival is
measure of uncertainty in this paper is the variability of t'he
service ahray from the trend, which is the baseline'
Under conditions of demand uncertaintY, which lre believe are
inportant aspects of new telecommunications services, the firn will
usl an inves€ment strategy that adjusts to anticipated uncertainty.
The firur would meet the demand as-a going concerni or the firrn nay
a;y gt rnaximlze expected prof it by lrov-iding some. flexibility in
tha form of invent6ries oi excess-capacity. In either case, lhe
is to add nen capacity when the fiim notices the remaining
"ir.i"qy is not sufficient to meet expected demand'
capaciiy
From the proposed model, the long run incremental cost of service
is calcullteb. The nain result is that capacity cost is a good
surrogate for LRIC only for stable and predictable services. For
a service with uncertain denand, capacity cost can be a poor
substitute and needs adjusting. - For instancer ds is demonstrated
in Table !, if the eluiprneit Iasts 20 years (?t approximate
lifespan of a switch), a-nd the denand fluctuation of a new service
is exiected to be 10t of the equipment's capacity, then the LRIC is
about 1L? higher than the capacity cost.
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Tab1e 1.a

r=0.1,

N=Q/g.

fi
____\i
n

0. 05

Q:1,

st

(N=20

1t

!

yrs)

i

(

fN=l)

(

fN=O.

11
(

0.4

o.2

0.1

22t

z

fN=2

50t

(fN=4)

)

(

fN=8

)

I

10*

(N=10

1t

i

yrs)

i

1*
(

5)

11

fN=1

(fN=2

)

t
)

22t

(

fN:4

)

I

20*

1

(N:5 yrs)

11

1

1

(fN=O.25)

(fN=l)

(fN=O.5)

(

fN=2

)

I

508

-l

(N:2

yrs)

i
i

1t

(

fN=O.

-l

-l

Table 1.b
n

0.1

1t

o.2

1t

o.4

1t
1t
1t

0.8

1t

1*

(fN=O.1)

11 *

222
50t
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2)

(

fN=O.

1*

4)

(fN=0.8)
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Figure 2 The model in this
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